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—“thatrnv way may be known upon earth,

VO1L. IV.

thy

saving health among all nations’

GAMBIER, OHIO, FREDAV, SEPTEMBER-27, 1833.

REV. M. T. C. WING, EDITOR.
. GEORGE W. MYERS. PRINTER.___________

From the Connecticut Observer.

THE DYING MOTHER’S PRAYER
« When she was about to pass into the dark valley, shelaid her
hands upon her little son, and prayed audibly, and arnestly,
for his salvation."

I heard the voice of prayer,—a mother’s prayer,—
A dying mother for her only son,—
Y'oung was his brow and fair,—.
Her hand was on his head,—
Her words of love were said,—
Her work was done.
And there were other voices round her bed,—
Sweet, birdlike voices,—for their mother dear
Asking with mournful tear,—
Ah!—by whose hand shall these sad tears be dred?
When some few days are fled,—
And here is pulseless laid,—low with the silent lead.

Yes,—there was Death’s dark valley drear and eold,
And the hoarse dash of Jordan’s swelling wive,—
Alone she treads.—Is there no earthly hold,—
No friend,—no helper,—no strong arm to sive?—■
Down to the fearful grave,
In the firm courage of a faith serene,
That meek one prest,—
And as she drew the cord
That bound her to her Lord
More closely round lier breast,

The white wing or tnc waiting uugel sp-c«d

More palpably—and earth’s bright things grew pale,—
Even fond affection’s wail,—
Seem’d like the far- off sigh of springs, forgotten gale.

And so the Mother’s prayer
So often breathed above,
In agonizing love,—
Rose to high praise of God’s paternal care;—On his strong atm her infant charge she laid,
And with a trusting eye
Of martyr constancy,
Confiding in her blest Redeemer’s aid,
She taught the much-loved band
Who round her couch of pain did stand,
How a weak woman’s hand
Wrestling with sorrow and with sin,
Might from the King of Terrors win
The victory.
August 1st, 1833.
L. H. S.

missionahy.
From the Missionary Record.
GREEK MISSION.

By late arrivals from the Mediterranean, letters
have beenreceived from our missionaries at Athens,
to the 7th of May. At that date, the members
of the two families were well, and greatly encour
aged by the result of their labors, and their pros
pects of continued usefulness.
We are happy to learn that the political move
ments which have recently taken place in Greece,
are decidedly favorable to the operations of the So
ciety in that quarter. Several of the highest officers
of the present government are among the person
al friends of the missionaries, and disposed to as
sist them to the utmost of their ability.
It is expected that the school house, which
through the beneficence of various individuals in
this country, the missionaries have been enabled
to erect, will be ready for use early ia the fall. It
is a neat and substantial two storied building. The
infant schools will occupy the whole of the ground
floor and those of a higher order the one above it.
At the close of January of the current year,
there was 235 children in the female department.
Only four months afterwards, they had increased

to 300; and the missionaries say, if they may judge
of the future by the past, they may expect to have
at least 800 under their care.
By the same vessel which brought the above in
telligence, packages containing the articles prepar
ed by the female scholars were forwarded by the
missionaries. With respect to these interesting
proofs of the children’s industry, their teachers ex
press the hope they will be the means of confirm
ing the confidence and exciting still more the zeal of
the friends of the Mission; and add, that much
patient labor, much thoughtful anxiety, much of
that faith “which hopeth against hope,” were re
quired to bring these things to pass.
Among the specimens of work which have been
sent are a number of bead chains, which we under
stand, are a donation from the schools to be dis
posed of in this country, and the proceeds applied,
under the direction of Bishop M’llvaine, to aid
in the extension of our Church in the Western
States.
We have been permitted to make the following
extracts from the private correspondence of one
of the ladies connected with the mission.
“While vou are sleeping, I from the difference
of time, am awake, to pray for a blessing on you
all. Oh! may you feel what a privilege it is to be
with such as keep holy-day, and to be able to go
the multitude to the sanctuary. Our Church
is at home, but we have the prdm'ise that when
two or three are gathered together, He will be
with them. Lord, may we meet in thy name, and
in this strange land have thy presence. Though
it is the last of the feast days,* there are 60 in the
Sunday school, 30 young women of the Bible
class. ---------spent an hour last Friday explain
ing the commandments, resting particularly on the
fourth. She addressed the scholars as Sabbathbreakers; muchfeelingwasmanifestedasshefaith
fully brought their vices ,to the Gospel mirror.—
Some wept as I entered the school-room, and saw
those who had never been to school on a feast day,
reading their Bibles, (and this at a season when
there is more than ordinary temptations to mirth
and on the last, for fifty days to come, that they
will be allowed such indulgence) I thought her re
marks would not be in vain, and that God had
blessed his word. Mr. Hill expounds the scrip
ture to such as assemble in the school-room. It may
be said that he preaches a sermon in Greek every
Sunday morning. Then we have our Church ser
vice. IIow great is the thought that on the same
day we and you are directed to read and re
ceive comfort from the same portions of God’s
word, and encouraged to trust in him. I returned
from afternoon service at Mr. Robertson’s, sad at
the sight of men and women masked and dressed
like stage players, dancing through the streets to
the sound of the viol and the drum, on a day on
which I have been used to see at least the form
of godliness. We do mourn over such scenes as
we witness, yet not as those who have no hope for
a better state of things, for we are daily receiving
tokens for good. We were cheered this evening
by Georgef coming to Mrs. H. with a delighted
countenance, exclaiming, “Well, I have had the
pleasure of seeing the girls of your class studying
at their homes to day.”
* The feast days are kept as a great holiday among the peo
ple, and spent in idleness, riot, and dissipation.
f A young man who lor some time was engaged in the print
ing office of the Mission.

NO. 2.

“ Tuesday 2Qth'—Engaged from 9 till 4 in the
school. The first part of the evening is spent in
preparing work for the next day.
“ Wednesday, 21th. Just come from the room
where the Greek girls are assembled to ask a bless
ing before they eat their olives and bread, (their
daily food.) They have half an hours intermis
sion; none leave the house until the hour for dis
missing school; it is sometimes as late as 5 o’clock
before all are gone: the monitors remain after
school hours to receive their lessons. There are
over 300 pupils taught within the wall that sur
rounds the house, and it is well that the court is
large enough to arrange some little ones in classes
outside of the room that is not sufficient to accom
modate all belonging to the infant school to day/
166 belonging to this.
“ March IsL The business of the school re
quired the attention of all the house-hold from 8
A. M. till 5 P. M. our dinner time.
“ March 2d, being Saturday, no school but en
gaged till dinner time with----- in preparing for
Monday.
“ Sunday, 3cZ.—The girls of the Sunday school
assembled in the school room an hour before the time
set. It is delightful to see the interest with which
they pass it. Each one appears to be deeply en
gaged in the study of the lesson for the day. It
seems as if they really enjoyed the quiet they seek
under this roof. To day eat of the bread and
drank of the wine in remembrance that Christ died
for us, and trust you have enjoyed the same
blessed privilege in faith and with thankful hearts.
We had an addition of three to our usual congre
gation. ------ is engaged surrounded by a class
of girls who are receiving instruction fiom her in
the word of God, if we may draw inferences from
evidence, I do think that the seed has sprung up
and promises to bring forth fruit.
“ Sunday, With.—A beautiful bright morning.
With refreshed bodies, with cheerful and thank
ful hearts,------and I prepared to open school;
and found 104 immortals present, to hear the
Gospel. As I noticed the attention of those pre
sent, I could not but hope the seed was falling
on prepared ground, to bring forth fruit abundant
ly. Went to Church at Mr. Robertson’s. On our
return, was met at the door by Daphne, who, with
some concern of manner, told us that the people
who lived opposite had been sewing all the morn
ing. ------ was making some remarks on the sub
ject, when Catinge, another of the girls of our
family, came in, and as----- paused, said, before
I came to school here, and in this house to live
with you, I worked often on Sundays, and thought
nothing of it; but I do not think I could do so now.
Saturday, March With.—We had a fine day for
our fair; the exhibition of the work which the pu
pils had made to send to America. They were
arranged for the parents and friends of the young
ladies and children to see before they were sent
away. The scene was affecting; mothers lifted up
their hearts to God, and with their voices called
down blessings. The good Bishop as he was leav
ing the room, stopped at the door and prayed that a
blessing might descend on those engaged in this
wTork,and that teachers and scholars might have the
fear of God before them, and be made perfect in all
wisdom. The prayer was in Greek; but------gave
it to me in words that I could understand. But I
do not require the language of this people to make
me interested in what is going on among them,
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fiAMBIER observer.

made its way eastward through Persia, India, and all quarters to see it. A native Christian after a
Tartary, it is scarcely possible to deny its entrance time also came, and perceiving the meaning which
into this vast dominion also. The only rational others did. not, wrote a copy to his distant friend,
objection is the distance of place; but are not the a Christian madarin, from whom it first reached the
eastern parts of India also distant? Yet we are foreigner. That the Jesuits therefore could hope
certain from history that Christianity had in the to deceive the pagans by this artifice seems impos
apostolic times reached those countries. I hat it sible. Tiere is no other strong motive to induce
should have been carried into China in the same them to /orge it, unless, perhaps, to account to
age, is not impossible therefore; but considering themselves and Europeans for the distressing simi
the spirit of its propagators, it is very improbable larity between many popish and budhistic ceremo
that they would rest in India without attempting to nies. Fut a mere glance at the facts stated, will
penetrate its eastern and populous vicinity, or hav be sufficient to show the futility of such a suppo- •
ing attempted and been totally repulsed and ex sition. For the monument has been visited by ma
cluded, that nomemorial of it should havebeen left, ny fathes, at various times, examined leisurely,
The Syrian Chronicles relate, that Thomas hav and repatedly copied, and translated. Semedo
ing
gone through Mesopotamia, Chaldea, Persia, visited i three years after its discovery, and had a
EARLY INTRODUCTION OF CHRISTIANITY
INTO CHINA.
and Parthia, went to the utmost confines of the thousanj opportunities to scrutinize it fully—It
That Christianity was partially made knofvn in east. Theodoret says, that the Parthians, Medes, was opet to all the different and warring orders of
China at a very early period, seems now to admit Brachmans, the Hindoos, and other bordering na priests, who have none of them ever dreamed of
of little doubt. But the date of any attempts to tions, received the gospel of Christ from Thomas. disclosing the forgery to the injury of the other.—
plant the gospel here, earlier than the entrance of The Malabar Christians relate, that St. Thomas As to tl® correctness of the translations, there are
the Jesuits in the 16th century, is not very well went from Meliapore, where he converted the king evident liscrepancies, but such as rather strength
established. Indeed, it is deemed uncertain whe and the people to the Christian faith, to China, and en the brlief in the identity of the originals- It was
ther any efforts at all reached so far as this coun preached the gospel in the city of Cambala, (the disco veed at Sengan-foo,the capital of the province
try, during the apostolic age: but it is to this point city of the great khan,) and there he built a church. Shensejsituated on the South side of the Yellow
first we offer such testimonies as can be had, and The same is also attested by the Syrian writers in river, lit. 34 deg. 15 min. 36 sec. and long. 106
the Chaldean ritual, there is an office for the cele deg. 25min. east from Paris. A Christian church
chiefly from Yeates’ Indian Church History.
The first circumstances which attended the king bration of St. Thomas the martyr. “ By the bless was socn after founded there in consequence and
dom of Hod coming with power, on the day of ed St. Thomas, the Chinese and Chushiths were in comhemoration of the discovery.
The nonument itself is a marble table near ten
Pentecost, were admirably calculated to give ce converted to the truth. And again; the Persians,
lebrity to the gospel; and not only so, but to give the Hindoos, the Chinese, and other regions offer feet lonj and five broad. On one side is a Chi
it rapid and extensive promulgation. Of those memorials of celebration to the sacred name of nese inscription of twenty-eight lines, and sixtytwo worls in each line, making about 1736 char
persons who heard the apostles speak in their own Thomas.”
language the wonderful works of God, there were
Antonius Govea relates the apostle’s return from acters. Over it is the title in nine Chinese words,
“ Parthians. and Mcdes, and Elamites, and the China to the coast of Coromandel, where by rea translate! thus: “ This stone was erected to the hon
dwellers in Mesopotamia—and devout men out of son of the innumerable conversions to the faith of or and eernal memory of the law of light and truth
every nation under heaven.” These, on returning Christ, he exposed himself to the hatred and envy broughtfrom Ta-cin ( Syria.) On the margin, and
to theirowncountry,could notfail to spread abroad of two brahmins who having raised an uproar at the bottom of this inscription, are writings in
the wonderful facts and the glad tidings of salva against the apostle, buried him with stones; but the Syriic language. The body of the inscription
tion; so that in Persia and its confines, beyond the another brahmin perceiving him yet alive, thrust is divide! into twenty-two verses; the first few
Euphrates and Chaldea some knowlege of the Gos him through with a lance and he expired. His containing a summary of the Christian faith; the
pel must have been immediately carried. These sepulchre was hewn out of a rock in the mountain rest form a sort of chronicle of the mission, from
facts are to the point of our first inquiry; for we afterward called St. Thomas’ mountain. Accord its arriva’in 636, till the erection of the stone in
wish to move on with the progress of Christianity ing to the Indian tradition, the martyrdom of the 780. According to this record, the mission enter
eastward, to see whether it is possible that it should apostle happened in the sixty-eighth year of the ed Chiia A. D. 636, in the reign of the emperor
have gone to the extremity of Asia in that age.
Christian era, and in the reign of their king Sali- Tae-tsung, was favorably received, and before the
The Syrian and Chaldoean writers according to vahan. On tKe 22d day of August, A. D. 380, end of the century, Christianity was promulgated
Assemannus, relates that “Thaddeus, one of the the coffin of SO Thomas the apostle, which h»a „„.i —-ctiesbuilt in the ten provinces which then
seventy disciples, wentinto Mesopotamia, and that been brought from India at immense expense, was composed the empire. A persecution against the
he was sent thither by Thomas the apostle, soon deposited in the great temple of Edessa, dedicat Christians arose in 699, and a fiercer one in 713.—
after our Lord's ascension: also, that the same ed to him. Even the day of the removal of the bo During this time, a great many churches were de
Thaddeus had with him two disciples to assist in dy of St. Thomas, is commemorated at this time stroyed, and doubtless many of the teachers suf
the promulgation of the gospel whose names were with great solemnity in India.
fered martyrdom: hence we find that a second mis
Marus and Agheus, both of the seventy.” BarheDn Halde says, the famous “ Quan-yun-chang,” sion arrived in China soon after, the names of whose
brseus writes that “ Marus survived the martyrdom who lived in the beginning of the 2d century, cer leaders are enumerated. Then follows the state of
of his fellow laborers, but was obliged to remove tainly had a knowledge of Jesus Christ, as the writ Christianity during the reign of three or tour em
eastward. lie prea bed in Assyria and in all the ings of his hand, subsequently engraven upon perors who favored it one of whom “honored the
land of Shinar. He taught in three hundred and stones, plainly prove. These mention the birth ot commemoration of Christ’s nativity with profound
sixty churches, which were built during his time the Saviour in a grotto, his death, his resurrection, respect.” It closes with the date of the erection
in the east; and having fulfilled his preaching for his ascension, and the impression of his holy feet; of the monument, and the name of the writer of
33 years, he departed to the Lord, in a city named traditions which are so many riddles to the heathen. the inscription. Ihe Syrian inscription contains
liadaraja, and was buried in a church which he The Chinese histories give no date to the introduc the names and officers of the leaders of the mis
had built.” These extracts are sufficient for our tion of Christianity, and are silent as to the results sions arranged in several classes, from the Bishop
present purpose—to show that at an early period of missionary labors. All that appears from them downward to the number of ninety-two. This
of the apostolic age, churches were not only plant is, that about that time, (the beginning of the 2d is the only known record of the progress of the mis
ed in the chief cities of these several countries, century,) an extraordinary person arrived in China sion for 140 years after its introduction; but if the
but so founded and governed by the labors and who taught a doctrine purely spiritual, and drew country were open to investigation, we may sup
wisdom of these apostolic men, that they soon be the admiration of the world upon him by the fame pose that other records of similar character would
came the emporiums of the gospel to the remotest of his virtues, by the sanctity of his life, and by reward the researches of missionaries or historians.
regions of the east.
the number of his miracles.
Timotheus, the patriarch of the Nestorians, who
The eastern or Chaldean Christians “ throughout
From this time till A. D. 636, we have no records lived till 820 appointed David metropolitan of Chi
all Asia, from Antioch to the walls of China, cele of Christianity in China. The celebrated monu na;,and this sect seems to have become numerous
brate Thomas as their chief and great apostle. He ment discovered in 1625, if authentic, furnishes in 1 artary and in the adjacent regions. In the time
was the first preacher of Christianity among the the history of the progress of the gospel, from 636
of Genghis khan and his successors, though the
Hindoos, and founded the churches of Malabar till the date of its erection in 780. We cannot Christians resident in those countries were much
where to this day, the ancient monuments, writings, pretend to enter into any thorough defence of its
and traditions, afFord the most indubitable proofs authenticity, nor is it now necessary, as that was distressed, yet it appears from unquestionable tes
of his apostolic labors among them. More than done long since. But from a general and obvious timony, that numerous bodies of Nestorians were
two hundred thousand Syrian Christians on the view of the case, we cannot be credulous enough still scattered over all the northern parts of Asia,
coast of Malabar and Coromandel, hold with one to believe it either totally or chiefly a fabrication and China. In 1203, Genghis khan conquered Un
uniform tradition, that Thomas the apostle was the of the Jesuits. That they often have felt it desi khan, the fourth and last of the Christian kings in
founder of their churches.” It appears from the rable to prove to their hearers the antiquity of the central Asia, who bore also the name of Prester
learned Assemannus, and other subsequent writers, gospel, and its former influence even over China John. He married the daughter of Prester John,
that Thomas, having passed through the country, we can well believe. But that they could think of and several of his descendants had Christian wives.
from Malabar to Coromandel, and made great con palming such a forgery upon them is really incre Till near the close of this century, most of the
versions to the faith in those parts, proceeded dible; for the account is that Chinese workmen Mongul princes though tolerant to all religions, ra
over to some coast on the east called China, which found it buried under rubbish, made it known to ther favored the Christian. This afforded a fine
may have been that country now called Cochinchi- the governor, who examined it, placed it in a pa opportunity for the Nestorians, to propagate their
na. Indeed when we reflect on the vast extent of goda near by, where it attracted so much the at religion all over the east, and particularly in China.
Ihe Roman Pontiffs also sent not only ambassa
China, and the rapidity with which Christianity tention of the learned natives, that they came from
dors to the emperors, but missionaries also, chiefly

a May 1th.—This will inform you of our health
and the prosperous state of our schools; we are
almost put out of this house by their increase;
every apartment that we do not use as bed rooms,
is occupied by thescholars. The new school house
we hope will be ready for us in the fall. How of
ten have I wished that the Americans could see
this establishment; none could turn away but with
feelings of delight, wonder and astonishment; and
those who have gi ren their mite would see that it
had been returned to them an hundred fold. I
hope they will feel so when they hear what good
their gifts are effecting on the hundreds of poor,
destitute, and ignorant daily under our roof.”

GAMBIER OBSERVER,
Franciscan and Dominican monks, quite to Peking
and China. There they gathered some churches,
and at length established an archbishop with se
veral suffragans. In 1307, Clement V. constituted
John de Monte Corvino archbishop of Cambala,
that is Peking. He translated the books of the
New Testament, and the psalms of David, into the
language of the Tartars. Benedict XII. in 1338
sent new nuncios into China and Tartary, and so
long as the Tartar empire in China continued, the
Latins and Nestorians had liberty to profess and
propagate their religion. Much greater success
would doubtless have attended these efforts in
China and elsewhere, had the Christians been uni
ted: but the Catholics and Nestorians strove to
undermine each other, and were each in turn pro
tected at the expense of the other. But near the
close of this century, (the thirteenth,) the Moham
medan religion gained the ascendancy, especially
in the west, and the khans in some instances allow
ed the Christians to be persecuted.
In the fourteenth century, the mere nod of the
terrific Tamerlane was sufficient to cause multitudes
to abandon Christianity. But he also employed
violence and the sword; and being persuaded that
those who should compel many Christians to em
brace the religion of the Koran, might expect high
rewards from God, he inflicted innumerable evils
on those who adhered to their profession; cruelly
butchering some and dooming others to perpetual
slavery. Thus, and by preventing the arrival of
new teachers, the Christian religion was overthrown
in Tartary and China. No mention of Latin Chris
tians is made subsequent to 1378. But some tra
ces of the Nestorians residing in China can be found
as late as the 16th century yet this little handful
of concealed Christians must soon have become
extinct.—Chinese Repository.

a 23 I* I G I o u s.
From the Episcopal Recorder.
A FEW QUESTIONS FOR THOSE WHO CALL THEM
SELVES CHRISTIANS.

“ Ye know not what manner of spirit ye are of,”
said our blessed Redeemer to his disciples on an
occasion, when they manifested a disposition the
reverse of that which he constantly inculcated, both
by precept and example. May not a similar a<l
dress be made to many who profess to be his fol
lowers in the present day? Do not some, at least,
indulge in evil tempers which have a tendency to
drive the Holy Spirit from their hearts, while they
are themselves insensible of being under such do
minion? Does not anger find a dwelling in their
bosoms, or marked feelings of unkindness toward
those around them? Do all who have children
or servants under their care, possess their love and
respect, as did the Centurion described in the New
Testament? Is not the domestic scene of some
nominal Christian often varied by the strifes and
contentions which should be unknown? Profes
sing head of a family, is not this the case in the
circle where you are the fountain of influence?
Is not your voice heard most frequently and loud
ly in the altercations which take place under your
Yoof? Is not the ear often pained by the sound of
what is usually denominated scolding? Do you
exert a gentle, holy influence over your children
and servants, or is it the government of tyranny ?—
Do you, like the patriarch Abraham, seek to lead
your household in the right way; or do you, by
your conduct, give them reason to believe that re
ligion only makes its possessor more impatient, than
others? Do you regard those whom Providence
has placed under you, as bone of your bone, and
flesh of your flesh; or doyou unfeelingly act towards
them as if they were not creatures like yourselves ?
It has been often observed that those individuals
who exact obedience to their requirements with
needless severity, most frequently find their trou
bles greatly increased. A spirit of insubordina
tion is manifested on the part of those in subjec
tion, in proportion to the harshness of the measures
to produce a contrary effect. A gentle and meek
temper will quell the most rebellious passions,
while an opposite course of proceeding will almost
infallibly extend the evil lamented. Those who
attempt to rule with any other than a sceptre of
love, will also discover that their own feelings be

II

come excited, so as to render them uncomfortable. deistical principles. Business called him to Han
If then persons desire to pass through life without over at this time; he was informed that Zerah was
being constantly dissatisfied with themselves as well in the place and his peculiar gift described. On
as obtaining the ill will of those who ought to re learning that the boy was only six years old, with
spect them, let them remember the injunction, al out opportunity or education, and yet able to solve
ways “to possess their souls in patience,” amidst such large questions by mental process alone, he
was disposed to treat it as wholly untrue. Find
the petty vexations and cares of life.
What, professor of religion, is your conduct to ing however that the statement was supported by
others with whom you have daily intercourse? Do facts, which he could not controvert, he was much
you always manifest a forgiving spirit when you i struck, and exceedingly disturbed in mind. As
receive any fancied provocation, or do you ex a Deist, it had been his anxious labor to believe
hibit a revengeful disposition. Does any seeming that miracles had never taken place ; that it was
neglect of the attention you consider your right totally impossible for any thing to happen contra
lead you to make a similar return, and to indulge ry to the established laws and visible course of na
in unkind looks and feelings, if you do not show ture. Now he found that something had happen
them by outward expressions? Are there any in ed contrary to the course of nature and far above
to whose society you are thrown who are above you it; hence in his mind an irresistible inference arose
in station? Do you cultivate amiable tempers to that greater things equally above nature, might
ward them, or do you suffer your envy to depre take place—even the miracles recorded in holy
ciate their merits in your own mind or in the opin writ. He went home with a burdened spirit pass
ion of others? Whenever this occurs, are you ed a sleepless night in investigating the subject
not constrained, in your retired moments, to ac with all the acuteness of his vigorous mind, and
knowledge, that the anger you feel towards them at length found himself compelled by the force of
is,like that of Jonah without foundation? If then, conviction to renounce his infidel foundation, and
when reason is permitted to speak, you are sensi ever since has been established in the doctrines of
ble that it is sinful, do you on the next occasion Christianity.”*
“ In relation to the faculty of computation which
when you meet these individuals, endeavor to act
in a Christian manner and to overcome that unho he possessed, he would observe that in every par
ly jealousy? Do you seek to have these feelings ticular, from its first developement to the present
day, it has been to him a matter of astonishment.
subdued and love implanted in their place?
If you do not strive to banish, them you have rea He has felt and still feels that it was undoubtedly
son to fear that you are only deceiving yourself, by a gift from his Maker, and consequently designed
entertaining the Gospel hope. The word of God to be productive of some valuable ends. What
assures us, “If any man have not the spirit of the specific object was is unknown. Was it to place
Christ he is none of his.” . He was always meek the young man in a situation where he might be
under the greatest ills. Anger and other evil eminently useful in scientific labors? If so, by
passions may be felt by the Christian, but they neglect, or ignorance somewhere, that object re-,
are never cherished. He resists and drives them mains frustrated. Was it that by rendering the
away as soon as the hour of reflection brings them young man so celebrated in early life, lie might thus
to his view. Professor of religion, is it thus with be introduced to the notice of the public when he
you? If you can indulge a spirit like that of Sa came to address them on the great salvation? If
tan, how dare you remain in the belief that you the notoriety of his youth was designed as an in
are any other than one of his servants?
troduction to him in his ministerial capacity, it
This is by no means anovel subject, but one which would be a natural expectation that his talents as
deserves more serious attention than it generally a preacher would be equal if not superior, to the
receives. Reader, examine your own temper and stricking displays of his early precocity. This
conduct, and if you are self-condemned, “repent however is far from being the case.
immediately of this thy wickedness, and pray God,
One good woman, when she heard of the case
if perhaps the thoughts of thine heart may be for twenty two years ago, formed an idea that he was
given thee.”
N.
thus endowed in order to serve the interests of the
Church by bringing to light the mysterious periods
BENEFIT OF A PUBLIC DISPUTATION.
alluded to in the prophecies of Scripture, and cal
In 1519 Luther and Eckius held a public dis culating when the great events therein foretold
putation, which lasted ten days. Previous to this shall actually take place; but for this he feels him
the religious sentiments of Melancthon had been self as little qualified as any other person. Was
somewhat unsettled. But the effect of this long it then designed for no greater object than a lusus
disputation on his mind, was “a full conviction of the nnturce, as if he had been born with two heads?
errors,impiety and evil tendency of theCatholic sys He should be unwilling to consider this the extent
tem,and of the truth and importance of the doctrines of the design of the giver. What then was its in
advocated by Luther.” Melancthon was just the tention? Io those who believe the doctrines of
associate Luther needed.” “ I,” says Luther, “ am Christianity and the illumination of one darkened
born to be a rough controversialist; I clear the mind, a work more precious than any eartblv in
ground, pull up weeds, fill up ditches, and smooth terest, the case of ’Squire B------, mentioned at
the roads. But to build, to plant, to sow, to water the commencement of the volume, might seem in
to adorn the country, belongs by the grace of God, dicative of the real design of the faculty: for in
to Melancthon.” These men had different gifts, deed it must be well pleasing to the Most High
but were both animated by the same spirit. Their that all his various works lead men to a sincere
respective examples served to check each other’s acknowledgement ot his true character; but this
infirmities.—Ch. Intel.
has been the only case of this description, that
has occurred within his knowledge.
ZERAH COLBURN.
After all the reflection he has spent on this sub
Most of our readers will recollect Zerah Colburn, whose
ject, he is constrained to consider its object as un
wonderful powers of calculation have attracted the admiration
of the curious in the old world and the new, but perhaps ma known, unless comprehended under the general
ny of them do not know that he lias for some time past been one that the Almighty proposes to himself in all .
a Methodist minister in this country, and has just now publish his works and gifts. Hence that both he, and all
ed a book, (a friend speaks of it as readable) in which he de others who roayknow of his singular faculty, should
scribes the developemcnt and history of his mental idiosyncracy, and the reception he has met with, and the observations hereby learn correct views of the great Creator,
he has made on the different countries in Europe through and from the record of his visible acts, be led to a
which he has travelled and the illustrious individuals who have suitable faith in Him, and proper feelings of devo
honored him with their notice. Without expressing an opin tion to His name.”
ion on the character of the work, we may remark, that the
speculations of the author on the object for which his Maker
endowed him with so singular a gift, the anecdote of an in
stance in which, they were incidentally benefitted to the cause
of Christ, and some of his concluding reflections, are proper
topics for notice in a religious periodical—-Churchman.

From the Episcopal Retortlei.
CLERICAL ASSOCIATIONS.
[concluded.]

Friday 26th.—We assembled again thi^morniim
“While at Hanover, a circumstance took place, in St Paul’s Church, and found the people thirst
which may deserve particular notice. A. B., Esq., ing for the the’word of Life, which was evident
residing in Vermont, was a man who for many years from the fact of the Church being well filled at 9
had been gradually forsaking the truths of reveal
ed religion, until he was completely established in * In 1791, the author received the above from ’Squire ft
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o’clock, when a prayer-meeting was held, at the and to pray, and labor, and spend and be spent to
close of which about twenty persons availed them the service of Christ. Sinners were entreated to
selves of the godly counsel and advice of God s become reconciled to God. How forcible right
ministers. The truth, like a continuous stream, was words are, when accompanied with the divine bles
again poured upon the people in sermons horn sing was proved by the event. Before the regular
John x. 14, and I Veter iii. 15. Considerable ex services of the day were concluded, it was mani
citement prevailed during the plain exhibition of fest some impression was made, and when a prayer
truth, and it was evident that the impressions of meeting was opened in the evening, the room was
the preceding day, so far from being lost were much full. As it proceeded, four or five expressed great
deepened. In the afternoon, a sermon was preach anxiety about their souls, were directed to Him,
ed to communicants, from 1 Cor. xi. 29: after who “came to seek and save that which was lost,”
which the Lord’s Supper was administered to about —and before its termination, one was rejoicing
100 persons. During this day there were present in hope of the glory of God. It was not until a late
about 450 people. The Church was crowded; hour, the people could be prevailed upon to retire
and during the administration of the communion, to their respective homes. Oh! that every night
the aisles were thronged; it was with difficulty the we could lie down on our beds with the animating
communicants could reach the altar. Many per conviction, that one lost sheep more had through
sons communed for the first time. Solemnity was our instrumentality, been recovered from its wan
depicted in every countenance; many were made derings.
Tuesday 30th.—At the prayer meeting this
to tremble in view of turning their backs to the
Lord’s table. There was much deep feeling. It morning, it was truly encouraging, to find about a
is supposed there were not less than fifty persons dozen persons soliciting the counsels and prayers
awakened, and many converted to God, and it was of the clergy. The sermons in the first part of the
with deep regret the brethren felt themselves oblig day were Luke xiv. 18, and I Peter iii. 15. The
ed to leave this field which was indeed white to first on the excuses, and the second on the hopes
the harvest, to fulfil appointments made in an ad of sinners. In the afternoon two adults were bap
jacent county. It will not be known until the tised; after which a sermon was preached from John
morning of the resurrection, what amount of good x. 14. The Communion was then administered to
was done in this parish, but we are cheered by the a large number of persons, nine partaking for the
delightful anticipation of meeting many of the first time. The meeting of the association in this
Church we concluded this afternoon, under circum
dear people at the right hand of God.
Saturday, 27.—This morning, an appointment stances which greatly endeared this people to the
having been made in Lower Marlborough, Calvert clergy present. Numerous tokens were given that
county, at 11 o’clock a sermon was preached in a their labors were gratefully received. It is hoped
private house, to asmall congregation: after which, that still more numerous and deeply-felt thanks
we proceeded to the house of the Rector of St. givings were offered toGod, for making their labors
useful.
James’ Parish, Ann Arundel county.
Although the regular meeting of the association
Wednesday, 31st.—The association met to-day in
in this parish docs not take place till next Monday, All-Saints’ Church, Calvert county. The congre
yet some of the brethren, at the solicitation of the gation was small. After the morning service, there
Rector, met this afternoon with the intention of as were two sermons from Matt. vii. 7, on prayer, and
sisting their Rev. Brother in the exercises of the Psalm cxix. 158, on the lukewarmness of Christians
Lord’s-day. At 4 o’clock P. M. a few neighbors In the afternoon a sermon was preached from Heb.
assembled at a meeting for prayer and exhortation. ii. 3. on neglecting the great salvation, which was
The duty of being much engaged in prayer for followed by several exhortations. The people
the blessing of God upon the services in which seemed to be interested, and although but few were
they were expecting to participate the ensuing present, it is beli%yed the Saviour was in their midst.
week, was fully urged.
Thursday, August 1st.—A much larg er num
Sunday, 28th.—At the opening of the Sunday ber of persons were present this morning at the
school this morning, one of the Brethren gave an prayer meeting, than attended on the exercises
interesting account of the piety and zeal of a little of yesterday. Several prayers toGod and exhorta
girl who was the first fruits of a Sunday School in tions to the people were offered, and from fifteen
Philadelphia.—At 10 o’clock A. M., the services to twenty individuals sought personal conversation
of the Church were commenced with morning with the ministers. The sermons were from John
prayer, after which two sermons were preached i. 11, and Prov. viii 17. Again in the afternoon,
from Isa. xxxii. 2, and Rom. xiii. 11. In the af before the rcgularservice, there was a prayer-meet
ternoon was a prayer meeting, and afterwards the ing, and a similar manifestation of anxious con
evening service, and a sermon from Prov. xxix. 1, cern, to that which was seen in the morning. The
followed by an exhortation. There was a good at sermon was from Micah vi. 6. 7, 8. After this the
tendance on the part of the people, but the opin association concluded its meeting with the admin
ion was generally entertained that the interest ta istration of the Lord’s Supper, to which seven
ken in the solemnities of the day, was not so live came for the first time,—and some addresses. In the
ly as had been manifested on former occasions, and work, attended by these tokens for good, the day
therefore very earnest appeals were addressed to was pleasantly spent,a day we trust, which some will
Christians with a view of increasing that interest. have cause to remember with gratitude through
It must, however, be added that in all probability, out eternity. The brethren left this old and vene
the members of the association, having former rable house of God (built whilst Maryland was yet
ly witnessed in this Church an unwonted degree a colony, and under the direction, it is said, of the
of sensibility, and having within the last few days first Bishop of this Diocese,) with feelings of grat
passed through thrilling scenes, had permitted itude, for the blessings with which he had crown
themselves to expect too much. Or perhaps they ed our exertions for the good of souls.
leaned too much on an arm of flesh, and God per
August 15th, 1833.
mitted the lukewarmness, which to a great extent
did certainly exist, for the purpose of showing that
The Lord’s work on the human heart is a great
without Him they could do nothin*.
mystery. Scarcely at any period do the Lord’s
Monday, 29th.— I he regular meeting of the as people understand fully what they feel; and they
sociation was begun this morning at a prayer-meetcan express it. Under conviction, often
mg. Av the usual hour, the morning service was never
they cannot make language of their anguish of
read, and two sermons were preached; one from heart, and sometimes can give little account how
Luke xiii. 3, on repentance, and the other from it began at their first awakening, they are ignorant
Isa. Iiii. I, on the disregard shown to the report of
the truth. In the afternoon there was one sermon of the great agent who brought them into such
preacned. besides these there were several ex a condition and of his gracious design.—While
hortations during the day. The congregation was every thi«g conspires to advance their best inter
not so large as yesterday. The object of the bre est, they conclude that all is against them. The
thren was to dissipate that apathy which was ob language of the weary often is that their hope is
served yesterday. Their addresses were plain cut off, and they must perish. At the first implan
practical, and heart-searching. Christians were ex  tation of grace, they scarcely know its nature, or
horted to humble themselves before God, on ac how it is produced. When greatly dejected, and
count ol past unfaithfulness, and to begin to live, their sorrows at its height, it is most mysterious
hoty a sentence or two from the Bible should irra

diate their minds, and solace their hearts. The
continued communion which they have with ffie
Lord Jesus, by means of his word, is also a great
mystery. Most emphatic are the words of the Re
deemer: “the wind bloweth where it listeth, and
thou hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell
whence it cometh and whither it goeth: so is ev
ery one that is born of the spirit. ——Anon.
From the London Christian Guardian,
ANNIVERSARIES IN DUBLIN.

Dear Sir,—-It has been my high privilege to attend the anniversary meetings of the religious so
cieties which were held last month in Dublin; and
I have no doubt, but that it will afford gratification
to many of your readers, to receive some intelli
gence respecting them. Their order was, as heretoforei
1. The Jewish Society.
2 The Sunday-school Society for Ireland.
3. The Hibernian Bible Society.
4. The Church Missionary Society.
5. The Society for the deaf and dumb.
6. The Continental Society.
The meeting of the Irish auxiliary to the Lon
don missionary Society was held previously, as
was also that of the Religious Tract and Book So
ciety for Ireland. There was no diminution in the
numbers who attended, and on some days there
was quite an overflow. This was the more pleas
ing, as some eminent servants of the Lord who
are “very highly esteemed for their work’s sake,"
were prevented by illness or other causes from
attending. The unavoidable absence of the arch
bishop of Tuam, who was engaged in his dio
cese of Armah; of Lord Roden, who was attending
his duty in Parliament, and of old tried and influ
ential friends, who had often acted as chairmen,
was as might be expected, a subject of general re
gret: but they will be gratified to learn, that the
cause which they have so much at heart prospers,
and that although there are many adversaries, yet
there is One who defends that cause, and makes it
to prosper; One whose wisdom is infinite, whose
love is boundless, andwhose power is almighty.
The speaking was throughout marked by plain
ness, faithfulness, and affection; and it was delight
ful to perceive the deep impression which was made
upon a large portion of the assembled multitude
by the unadorned exhibition of the truth which is
worthy of all acceptation. An Irish audience is not
satisfied unless there be something about Christ in
every speech. This circumstance greatly encour
ages a speaker, and also operates as a warning to
him altogether to ceasefrom man—to have his eye
single, and to aim above all things at promoting the
glory of the great head of the church. Such oc
casions as these, should be regarded in the light
of Christian privileges, involving great responsi
bility, and calling for the exercise of much grati
tude, fidelity and humbleness of mind; and should
never be allowed to minister to pride, self-seeking
or any unholy principle. The marked attention,
sobriety of manner, and plainness of dress which
were strikingly discernible in each of the nume
rous assemblies, could not but be gratifying to eve
ry sober mind, and were at least indicative of re
spect for the objects which possessed sufficient at
traction to draw together such large auditories.
I he reports were short, comprehensive and touch
ing, and it spoke much for the religious feeling
of the country that notwithstanding the widely
extended spread of cholera, in the districts in Ire
land, which prevented the holding ot public meet
ings, as also the increased distress which existed
during the past year, there was no diminution in
the receipts of the different societies. It is a most
gratifying fact that during the same period, there
was an increase of six thousand copies in the sale
of the Scriptures over the preceding year.
The clergy whom we were privileged to meet,seem
ed deeply to feel the sparing mercy of which they
had been made partakers, often in the midst of appahng scenes, and throughout all their conferences,
not a word was spoken, or a hint given respecting
their temporal distresses which were in many in
stances of a very afflictive character.
On the morning of the church missionary meet
ing, one hundred andtwenty-seven clergymen break
fasted together, and were afterwards addressed by
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the Rev. J. H. Stewart, from the 10th chapter of now attached to the school. The number of tea
tie gospel by St. John, with an earnestness, fajth- chers is 25.
(ilness, and simplicity, which deeply affected all
A contribution was taken from the scholars on
present. We were little aware that on that very ‘Christmas,’ as usual. The Rector of the parish
morning the highly esteemed president of the has frequently visited and addressed the school,
Church Missionary Society, Lord Gambier, had and supplied the place of absent teachers.
been called into the immediate presence of his
Five teachers who were formerly scholars, have
long-loved Saviour, having successfully fought the become such during the past year, and one scho
good fight, and finished his course with joy. May lar has received ‘ Adult Baptism.’
the Lord Jehovah raise up another devoted follow
The Library has been well supplied from time
er of the Lamb, full offaith and of the Holy Ghost, to time. Teachers’ monthly meetings, and the
to discharge the duties of the situation he so long Bible class, weekly, are regularly held, and well at
held, with such credit to himself and such advan tended.
tage to the cause of missions. Sermons to over
The prospects of the school are as good, per
whelming congregations were preached on the even haps, as ought to be expected.
ing of Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, during
Let the Society take a lively interest in the wel
the principal week of the meeting.
fare of the school; let the teachers follow the ‘ Sys
The annual sermon for the Jewish Society, was tem of Instruction’ prescribed by the ‘Union;’ let
preached on Friday evening, and sermons for the them promote the general good, by conforming to
Church Missionary Society were preached on the the regulations of the school; by exact attendance
following Sunday in the Cathedral of St. Patrick’s on the duties of their ‘office:’ by visiting all their
in St. Werburghs, and the free church, and in Stil- scholars, and absentees especially; by reading and
organ church. The •word ofi truth was held forth study, preparing themselves to teach by ‘precept;'
in its fulness, and beauty by several witnesses, by meditation and prayer, ‘to teach by example.'
and the hungry sheep, looking up, were fed with
And let all in the school, and in Church, pray,
the bread of life.
with faith that ‘ God may give the increase.’—Then
Upon the whole, the meetings were calculated shall our prospects of usefulness brighten: then
to cheer the desponding, to shame the fearful, to shall we see the ‘good seed’ bearing fruit, some
revive abated love, to stimulate to increased ex thirty, sixty, or a hundredfold, to the salvation of
ertion, and to rouse all to pray that God would souls, and the glory of God, through Jesus Christ
give us a little reviving in our bondage. Ezra ii. 8. our Lord.”
for truly in some respects, God’s word and God’s
St. James' Church, Piqua, Ohio.
people are bound in this land of superstition and
“This Society was organized October 4, 1830,
ignorance. Gloomy as our prospects are in general, through the instrumentality of Mr. Alvah Guion,
there is hope for Ireland in these and similar meet then a general Sunday School Agent, but now the
ings, for they keep alive an interest in the spread Rector of the Church in this place, and ex-officio
of truth, and they produce a combination of effort President of this Society. The school has been
to those who are sensible of the infinite worth of in constant operation since that period, and num
God’s word while they bring its glorious truths bers at present 102scholars. They evince consider
under the attention of many who from various cau able interest in the exercises of the school and al
ses possess not the blessings of a gospel ministry. though we have not yet discovered any decided
We have therefore reason to thank God and take evidences of piety in any of our pupils, we think
courage. Our enemies are mighty, our discour a beneficial moral inlluencehas been exerted upon
agements are numerous, the opposition given to the minds of many. Four of the scholars are en
us is virulent and determined: but after all, the gaged in communicating that instruction to others,
great evil dwells within us, the evil heart ofi unbelief, of which they themselves have been the subjects.
the heart, that in ali its workings evinces its enmi
The present encouraging aspect of the school
ty against God. To this we are to ascribe all our calls for much gratitude to Him whose favor alone
fears, doubts, unfaithfulness, ana inconsistencies. has thus far sustained the friends and teachers of
May the new heart obtain and keep the mastery the Institution. We have a small library belonging
over it, and may the Spirit of God, subduing all to the school, which proves an object of conside
things unto himself, uphold us so that we may not rable attraction not only to the scholars but to their
be weary in well doing, but being strong in faith, parents also. With the blessing of God upon our
and giving glory to God, may walk as Christ walk labors, we hope to render our school a means of
ed, endure unto the end, and then rejoice together more extensive usefulness to the young and rising
forevermore with those who have sowed and reap generation, and an object of more general interest
ed in the field of the Lord.
to the community at large.”
Ever yours, most sincerely,
St. John's Church, Worthington, Ohio.
rPTri? I? nr
“
This
school was organized, I think, in 1826, at
Kilkenny, May 17th, 1733.
which time, a Sunday-school society, was alsoformed auxiliary to the General Union, and until with
THE VIEW OF DEATH.
There are but few we fear, in the present in two or three years reported regularly.—Within
day, who regard death as it is presented to our that period, although the school has been faithfully
view in the scriptures—the enemy of the enemies taught, there have been no regularly appointed of
of God, but the friend of those who have been ficers, whose duty it would have been to make the
reconciled to him through the blood of Christ.— necesary reports. And indeed, had it not been
To look forward to this inevitable point in our path, for the zealous and pious efforts of a few individ
and habitually to seek the grace which is needful uals, who were willing to take upon themselves the
to prepare us for it, will contribute not only to our business of conducting the school, and this too
future safety, but to our present enjoyment. This under many discouragements, it must, ere this,
can never be perfect while the fear of death re have gone to decay.
On last Easter-day, the writer of this entered
mains to fill us with constant apprehensions tor
upon the charge of the parish, as Rector of St.
our eternal welfare.—Epis. Rec.
John’s Church. Soon after a meeting of the con
gregation was called, and the old society reorganiz
SUNDAY SCHOOLS.
ed; a new constitution adopted; officers for the
We copy the following reports of Sunday-Schools in Ohio school were appointed, and other measures taken
from the New-York “Churchman.” These are but a small to insure its prosperity.
Finding the teachers ready to co-operate with
part of the schools in this Diocese, connected with the Episco
pal Church, from which useful and interesting reports might me in any measures that might be deemed neces
be given to the public. We have heretofore been favored with sary, we have found no difficulty in placing the
some, and shall always be happy to make our pages subservient school in a highly prosperous condition. The
number of scholars is now about 100; (there are
in any way to the promotion of this cause.
two other schools in our village;) the number of
Trinity Church Sunday-School, Columbus, Ohio. teachers 16, beside a superintendant in each de
“The whole number of scholars admitted since partment. Most of our teachers have been engag
the first opening of our school is 544. The num ed in their present duties of Sunday School teach
ber admitted during the last year is 22. 131 are ing since the establishment of the school. Our
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scholars are, in consequence, faithfully and profita
bly instructed, and generally exhibit in their con
duct the blessed effects of their instruction. The
system we pursue is that recommended by the Gen
eral Union. Our Library has been lately replen
ished, and is now abundantly sufficient, both as to
the quantity and quality of the books.
The teachers’ meetings are held once a fortnight.
On the whole, we have reason to believe that a
blessing is attending our efforts, and that we have
abundant cause of gratitude to God for the little
good we have been enabled to do.
May He still continue his goodness, and also ex
tend his blessing to our distant friends who are
engaged in the management of our general com
cerns.
By the time another year shall arrive, we hope
to be able, by regular report, to inform you of the
increasing usefulness and prosperity of our school,
and the continued zeal and piety of all who are
connected with it.”

GAMBIER OBSERVER.
GAMBIER, FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1833.
Kenyon College.—The following extracts from the course
of studies, and the amended regulations of this Institution,
as established by the Board of Trustees at their last meeting,
are now given, for the information of its friends and patrons.
The following compose the present Faculty of the Seminary
and College:—Rt. Rev. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D., President’
and Professor of Church Government §• Pastoral Duties ; Rev.
William Sparrow, A. M., Milnor Professor of Systematic
Divinity tx Ecclesiastical History; Rev. Joseph Muenscher,
A. M., Professor of Sacred Literature; *D. B. Douglas, A.
M., Vice President, and Professor of Natural Philosophy;
Rev. Chauncey W. Fitch, A. M., Professor of Languages;
John Kendrick, A. M., Professor of Intellectual
Moral
Philosophy and Rhetoric; Harpur Michell, A. M., Profes
sor of Chemistry and Natural Science; -J-Catharinus P.
Buckingham, Professor of Mathematics; Albert Bledsoe,
Joshua T. Eaton, A. B.,- Tutors; George P. Williams
A. M., & Heman Dyer, Principals of the Preparatory School;
Harpur Michell, A. M., Librarian and Secretary of the Fac
ulty, and Rev. M. T. C. Wing, A. M., Treasurer.
TERMS OF ADMISSION.

None can be admitted into the Preparatory School unless
they shall have completed their tentli year, nor in the lowest
class in College unless they shall have completed their four
teenth year.
Candidates for admission into the Preparatory School will
be examined by the Principals of that department, and must
be able to spell correctly and read ' and write with facility.
Candidates for admission into the lowest class in College will
be examined by the Faculty, and must pass a satisfactory ex
amination in Arithmetic, Geography, the Grammars of the
English, Latin and Greek Languages, Sallust, Cicero’s Ora
tions, Virgil, and the Greek Reader, with Latin and Greek
Prosody.
The course of study necessary to a degree will occupy four
years; and students in the same will be divided into four class
es according to attainment—viz.: Freshmen, Sophomore, Jun 
ior and Senior. None can enter an advanced class without a
satisfactory examination in the studies which have preceded it.
The regular course in the Theological Seminary will occupy
three years, and will be divided with reference to the three
classes of Students—Junior, Middle and Senior.
No one can be admitted as an undergraduate without a sat
isfactory testimonial of good moral character; nor unless he
sign a promise that while a member of the Institution he will
neither use profane language, nor gamble, nor drink ardent
spirits, unless the last should be recommended in writing by
the Physician of the College. The violation of this, will be
a disqualification for further membership.
Admission will in no case be granted for less than one year.
Every undergraduate, at his admission, must deposit with the
treasurer the regular bill for one year or what the treasurer
shall consider an equivalent. And, in no case, except that ol
sickness, making it expedient that a student should leave the
Institution, will this advance, except what was paid for hoard,
be returned.
Every undergraduate at his admission shall enter in a lwok
kept for that purpose, by the Secretary of the Faculty, his

* Late Prof, of Military and Civil Engineering in the U.
S. Military Academy.
f Late Assistant Instructor in Mathematics in the U. S.
Military Academy.
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name, age, place of residence, and the address of the person
at whose charge he is received. A copy of these laws will then
he given him and charged in his bill. Ilis acceptance thereof
will be considered as a voluntary covenant on his part to con_
form to all the regulations of the Institution. This done,
when he shall present to the Vice President the certificate of
the Treasurer that the money required in advance is paid, or
that an equivalent of a satisfactory kind has been rendered, he
shall be considered as admitted and responsible for all the du
ties of a Member of the Institution.
Twenty weeks from the date of the admission of under
graduates will be a season of probation, during which the
Faculty will judge from the deportment and diligence of a
student whether it be expedient that he remain at the Insti
tution. If his probation be satisfactory, he is a student in
full membership; if the contrary, he will have leave to go
home.
The regular time for application for admission is at the
commencement of the term.
Graduates who shall desire to reside at the College for pur
poses of study will make their application to the Faculty and
when admitted will be subject to the same rules of order as
the other students.
EXPENSES.

tematieally in as much manual labor as is required for ■whole sion of the scientific; or vice versa; but must pursue regularly and fully the one selected as long as be remains in the Ii.
some exercise.
Students in the Theological Seminary will be expected, stitution, unless he obtain leave to change, according to tin
provision of the foregoing section, it being understood that the
without exception, cheerfully to comply with such arrange
course of Intellectual and Moral Philosophy and Rhetoric is
ments in this respect as their Professors may adopt.
In the other departments, while it is earnestly desired that inseparably associated with the classical and scientific courses.
In case a student, pursuing a partial course, should seem to
all may conform to a system of manual labor, from motives of
health and usefulness, it will be absolutely required of none. — the Faculty not to have sufficient occupation to give full exer
But at the commencement of each term, every student over cise to his mind, they will be authorized to assign him addition
fourteen years of age, will be expected to make bis election al studies.
Students pursuing a partial course, shall in no case be regard
whether to join in the system of manual labor or not. Should
he decide affirmatively, he will not be at liberty, without per ed as members of the regular College Classes.
There shall be two regular and public examinations.—One
mission from the Vice President, to withdraw from the en
at the middle of the term, and commencing on the second Mon
gagement until the end of the term.
Students in the manual labor department will be credited day in March; the other at the end of the term, and beginning
on the books of the Treasurer, with a fair allowance for their at least one week before the annual commencement. The stu
dents, at each examination, will be tried in all the studies of
work, and may thus materially reduce their expenses.
the term or part of the term next preceding, in such a manner,
STUBIES.
a3 to furnish the fairest mode of appreciating their attainments.
Preparatory School__ English Grammar, (Murrays;)
If a Student be considered by the Faculty as unqualified by
Arithmetic, (Smith's,) Geography, (Woodbridge's Sf Wil
lard's;) Latin Grammar, (Adam’s, by Gould;;) Jacob’s Lat- negligence or incapacity to continue with his class, he may be
placed in an inferior class or privately separated from the In
*n Reader; Sallust; Cicero; Virgil, (with Prosody;) Latin
stitution.
Tutor; Greek Grammar, (Valpy's, by Anthon;) Jacob’s
VACATION.
Greek Reader; Neilson’s Greek exercises; Conversations on
There shall be one annual term of study, and one vacation.
Chemistry and Natural Philosophy; Composition and Decla
The annual commencement of the College shall be on the first
mation.
Wednesday of August, from which date the vacation will be
The younger members are exercised in Reading, Writing
gin and continue twelve weeks, when the term of duty shall
and Orthography.
begin and continue forty weeks. The faculty may appoint at
COLLEGE.
their discretion short intervals of relaxation from study during
Freshman Class—Livy, Horace; Septuagint, Herodo
the term.
tus; Greek and Roman Antiquities; Geography and Histo
IgSgT All communications relating to the terms of admission,
ry, (Ancient and Modern.
Sophomore Class.—Cicero, Tusc. Quses.; Quintilian; or to the general interests of the institution should be address
Illiad; Xenophon, Memorabilia; Algebra; Mathematics;* ed to the Rev. M. T. C. Wing, P. M. Gambier, Knox Co.
Ohio.
Jamieson’s Grammar of Rhetoric.

Students of the Preparatory School under 15 years of age,
will be charged for Instruction, Board, Fuel, lloom-rent,
Light, Washing, Bed and Bedding, with the care of their
clothes and persons, during forty weeks of Term time, One
Hundred Eollurs,
Each student of this class will be expected to bring with
him a clothes brush, a hair brush, a tooth brush, shoe brushes,
and a fine-tooth comb. If not provided by the student, they
will be furnished by the Institution and charged in his bill.
All other Undergraduates will pay for the forty weeks of
Term time,—
For Instruction,
$30 00
Junior Class.—Tacitus, Plato, Thucydides, Demos., pro
For board at the College tabic, per week,*
1 00
Caron., Mathematics,* Political Economy, Rhetoric and Lo
Room rent in a room with a stove, per annum, 4, 00
gie, ('Whateley ;) Natural Theology, Chemistry.
Do.
in a room with a fire-place,
6 00
Senior Class—Natural Philosophy,* Intellectual and
Beneficiaries, supported by Benevolent Societies, or by In
dividuals, with a view to the Ministry, and sons of Ministers Moral Philosophy, Constitution of the United States, But
of the Protestant Episcopal Church iti the United States, ler’s Analogy, Evidences of Christianity, Mineralogy and
whether in the Preparatory School or the College, will re Geology, Cicero de Officiis, Sophocles, Oedip. Tyran. Eu
ceive their instruction gratuitously and be charged for board, ripides Medea.
room rent, and incidental expenses, $50. Students in the
During the wfcqle College course, a portion of the Greek
Theological Seminary will receive their instruction gratuitous Testament will be critically read every week. 1
ly, and he charged for board, room rent and incidental ex
There will he frequent exercises in composition and Decla
penses $50.
mation ; also written translations from, the Latin and Greek in
All students in any department, over fourteen years, will to English, and vice versa.
provide their own fuel, light, furniture, washing, bed and bed
All the students of the College and Preparatory School will
ding, and will he accountable for habits of personal cleanli he distributed into Bible Classes of convenient size, to each
ness, as well as the order and neatness of their rooms.
of which an Instructor will be assigned whose duty it will be
The hills of those who remain during the vacation will be at some appropriate hour on Sunday to examine his class on
increased proportionally.
the lesson previously assigned to all by the President__ A pub
In addition to the above expenses, every student (beneficia lic Lecture on this lesson, before the whole Institution, with
ries and Theological Students excepted) shall pay to the Treas devotional exercises will constitute the occupation of Sunday
urer at the commencement of the College year two dollars evening.
which will entitle him to the attendance of the College Phy
The Professor of Natural Philosophy may give extra in
sician throughout the year.
struction, with extra charges, in Civil Engineering, Architect
Charges for breakage and other damages must be paid at ure an d Topographical Drawing. Extra classes may also be
the close of the 'Perm; and no student can receive permission formed in Hebrew, German, French and Spanish.
to leave the Institution during a vacation or any part of it, nor
Lectures.—The Vice President will deliver a course of lec
will any receive a certificate of a regular and honorable dis tures on Natural Philosophy.
mission from the Institution, until he lias presented to the
The Professor of Chemistry and Natural Science will deVice President a certificate from the Treasurer that all de liver during the winter, courses of Lectures on Chemistry,
mands either on the Institution or the Store, have been satis and Natural History, including the Physiological and Zoolo
factorily adjusted.
gical characters of the Human Race. During Summer, on
Every Undergraduate, after his first year, (see chap. ii. Mineralogy and Geology; and on Vegetable Physiology, with
section 5.) shall at the commencement of the Term, deposit the Classifications of Botany; and the Applications of Chemis
with the Treasurer, the half of the regular bill for that Term. try to Agriculture and Domestic Economy.
In ease of his being obliged by sickness to leave the Institu
Persons, not candidates for a degree, may attend on branches
tion, a balance proportioned to the time remaining of the \ of the College course in connexion with the regular classes.
term will he refunded; in any other case the advance, except Their bibs and rules of order will be the same as those of the
for board, will be retained.
regular members of the class. None, however will be allow
Parents and Guardians are earnestly recommended to prac ed to deviate from the course of study once adopted until the
tise great care and moderation in their allowance of pocket
beginning of the next term; nor then, without the written re
money to students. It would be advisable to deposit the al quest of his parent or guardian and the express vote of the
lowance in the hands of the Treasurer or some other Officer
Faculty.
of the Institution, to be disbursed according to certain specifi
No student pursuing a partial course will be allowed to re
ed directions.
cite in either of the dead languages without attending to the
The I reasurcr will in no case make an advance of funds to
course of his class in the other; nor recite in any parts of the
a Student.
scientific course without reciting in all parts of it, as pursued
MANUAL LABOR.
1 or the preservaton and promotion of health, it is very de by liis class. He may choose the classical course to the exclusirable that all the students should engage regularly and sys-

* Board may be had in private families at $1 25.

t rotessors are absent, and circumstances require an
ate publication of the amended course, though de
‘ this respect.
°

The Churchman has passed into the editorial charge of
the Rev. Samuel Seabury, Prof, of Languages in the Flush
ing Institute. The reputation of the new editor promises to
sustain the “Churchman” with the same ability and interest
which have characterized it hitherto.
Errata.—In our last publication several errors in the
Bishop’s Address were suffered to pass without correction.
On the 6th page of the paper, 7tli line from the top of the first
column insert “this sum" at the end of the line. In the 1st
line of tbo. —«—.a paragraph of the same column, the words
“the loan” should be transferred to the next line after the word
“Trustees,” and read “a loan.” A few other trifling errors
will be noticed, which may be corrected without being referr
ed to.-

DIED,
In Manchester, Vermont, on the 23d of August, Mrs.
Lydia W. Roberts, wife of Mr. George F. Roberts of
that town, and daughter of the Rev. Abraham Bronson.
The father had left Manchester for Ohio about ten days pre
vious to his daughter’s death, who was then in the enjoyment
of health.

RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.
Jhe Rev. G. McMillan—It is with sorrow that we are
called upon to add another name to the obituary record of de
parted Episcopal ministers, the seventh within a few months.
The Rev. G. McMillan, one of the small band of clergy
men in Kentucky, and a man eminent for his laborious and
zealous devotion to the duties of his office, died at Danville,
the place of bis residence, on the 30th of July. His loss will
be severely felt in his parish and throughout the Diocese, ma
ny parts of which have enjoyed the benefits of his missionary
labors.—Episcopal Recorder.

The Rev- J. A. Adams, late of the Diocese of Maryland,
lias been called to succeed the late Rev. G. McMillan in the
Rectorship of Trinity Chuicli, Danville, Kentucky__ Watch.
r.piscorAL ACTS, by Jiishop Onderdonk, of New York__ 10
Sunday after Trinity, August 11th, consecrated Trini
Church, Centrefield, West-Canandaigua, Ontario count
x loi ning I rayer by the Rev. Ravaud Kearney, the Missio
ary at that station. Sermon by the Bishop.
P. M., confirmed 30 in the same church.
-TTue^ay. 13, in Rochester, Monroe county, confirmed, i
M., 45 in St. Luke s Church—P. M., 38 in St. Pau
Church.
’
xa- in or. imxe s Church, Rochester, admit!
Ethan Allen to Deacons Orders. Morning Prayer, by I
Rev. Burton H. rfickox, Rector of St. Paul’s, Rocbest
who also presented the candidate; Lessons by the Rev. Jan
O. Stokes, Deacon; Sermon by the Bishop.’ The Rev. W
liam Lucas, together with air. Hickox; assisted in the layi
on of hands.
7
Thursday, 15, in St. Mark’s Church, Le Roy, Genesee
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ting the slave trade; after which the following resolutions were
passed by the meeting:
“That while the efforts made by the British government for
the extirpation of the slave trade on the coast of Africa, de
serve the thanks of the civilized world, yet the great extent to
which that nefarious traffic is still carried on, calls for more
efficient measures than any hitherto adopted.
That a well-digested scheme of Colonizing the Coast of
Africa with civilized negroes promises to effect this desirable
purpose; that it is calculated to elevate the negro character,
and, by the establishment of commercial and Christian inter
course, to dry up the sources of the slave trade.
That Colonies formed on such principles appear to afford
the most favorable prospect of introducing, under the guid
ance and protection of Divine providence, the blessings of
Christianity and civilization among the native tribes of Afri
ca; and are eminently calculated to co-operate with and give
effect to the efforts of the several Missionary Societies of Great
Britain, by affording the assistance of pious and well educated
instructors of the native African race, and of bodily constitu
tions adapted to the climate.”
On Wednesday, the 3d of July, a meeting was held at Hanover-square Concert-rooms, H. R. II. the Duke of Sussex in
the Chair. Mr. Cresson having entered into details relative
to the American Colonization Society, the following resolu
tions, (the first of which it will be seen, is, in substance, the
last of those passed at the preliminary meeting) were adopted :
“ That colonies, established on judicious principles, on the
coast of Africa, and composed of settlers of African race,
either born free or emancipated, appear calculated to put an
effectual stop to the slave trade; and to introduce, under the
guidance of Divine Providence, the blessings of Christianity
and civilization, by affording the assistance of pious and well
educated instructors of bodily constitutions adapted to the cli
mate, as well as by the immediate influence and example of
the settlers.
“That a Society be formed undet the name of the British
African Colonization Society, and that its objects be, to pro
mote the establishment of Christianity and colonization among
the natives of Africa, chiefly by the employment of persons
of African birth or descent; and, to take such measures as
may tend to the entire abolition of the slave trade, which is
still carried on to an alarming extent upon the African coast.
“ That for these purposes they will, among other measures,
enter into correspondence and co-operation with the American
Colonization Society, and with the several missionary and
other religious, and charitable societies in Great Britain, the
United States and elsewhere, in their endeavors to raise the
civil, moral, and religious condition of the Africans.”
The (Roman) Catholic Herald.—The reply which this
II. R. II. the Duke of Sussex is Patron of the society;
paper makes to the confirmation of the statement that a Ro Lord Bexley, President; and the following noblemen and
man Catholic priest had recently joined the Lutheran church, gentlemen Vice Presidents—Marquis of Westminster, Rt.
is, that it meant only to say that no priest conrtccted with Hon. Sir G. Murray, T. Richardson, Esq., John Ivatt Bris
that denomination in Pennsylvania had renounced its com coe, Esq. m. p., and Jas. Douglass, Esq. of Cavers. The fol
munion. Jt was not asserted nor implied, that the person in lowing notices of this meeting are derived from a Circular is
question was so connected.
sued on the occasion.
We also gave as an article of intelligence, that a gentleman
“ The Duke of Sussex stated, that the subject of African
who bad been a Roman Catholic presbyter had been recently Colonization had occupied much of his attention—that the set
admitted to the ministry of the Protestant Episcopal Church tlement at Liberia, made by the American Colonization So
in Virginia. The Herald addresses to us several inquiries, ciety, had been under his notice during many years—that he
implicating the character of that gentleman. This course is was fully aware that much difference of opinion existed on the
so incongruous, that we did not intend to notice it, but the subject of Colonization by the United State?—that he had
venerable bishop of the Episcopal Church in Virginia hap read every thing which he could procure on the subject, and,
pening to be near us, has furnished us with the following note; very recently, some objections which had been sent to him by
those opposed to the system; but the conviction on his mind
TO THE EDITOR OF THE SUNDAY-SCHOOL JOURNAL.
Dear Sir:—Did I not consider the moral and religious was in favor of Colonization, and that he saw no reason to
character of the Rev. John Burk assailed, in the piece insert doubt the success of that undertaking. He thought that the
ed in the Catholic Herald, which you have enclosed for my present extent and influence of the Colony of Liberia bad a
perusal, I should not have thought it my duty to appear in most important effect in checking the slave trade in its vicini
his defence; but as he is a stranger in this country, it is due ty; as the people of the neighboring tribes were disposed to
to him to declare, that lie came before me with such creden form alliances with the colony, and, to the amount of 25,000,
had sought its protection. He considered the extension of the
tials as justly entitled him to my consideration.
Mr. Burk was introduced to me by his brother, who is a system likely to have a most important effect in checking the
worthy member of the Roman Catholic church; a gentleman slave trade, by means of the introduction of civilization and of
with whom I am well acquainted, and whom I higlily esteem the blessings of Christianity.
“Lord Bexley expressed bis conviction, that Colonization,
both for his literary attainments and moral virtues. In addi
tion to the information derived from him, the Rev. Mr. Burk by means of educated and instructed persons of the African
produced to me very satisfactory evidences of his good stand race, held out the fairest hope of improving the condition of
ing in the church in whose bosom he had been bred, to the the Africans, of extending Christianity, and of assisting in
time in which be separated from its communion. So far putting an end to the slave trade. He dwelt on those topics
.from acting hastily in his case, he remained, at my desire, in with the more confidence, as they had produced an important
Richmond three or four months; during which time I had a revolution in his own mind. His first impressions had been
full opportunity of observing his conduct, and ascertaining unfavorable to Liberia: he had thought it impossible that the
blacks could govern themselves; or that a colony, thus com
the solidity of his claims to my attention.
Bishop Ives, of North Carolina, united in opinion with me posed, should not either have been overthrown by the natives,
on the subject of his reception; and upon his signing the re or should not have been engaged in constant hostilities with
quisition of conformity to the doctrine and worship of the them. The undoubted facts, however, had most agreeably
Protestant Episcopal church in this country, we received him undeceived him; and bis only wish was, that there were many
into her bosom; and he was immediately selected as principal such examples along the coast of Africa.
“ Lieut. Rosenburgh, r. n. stated that he had been employ
of an academy in the diocese of North Carolina, with the full
liberty of performing the duties of the clerical office in any ed on duty on the African coast previous to the formation of
parish to which he might be invited.—I remain, dear sir, your the settlement of Liberia, and that be bad visited that settle
ment subsequently. Lie bore testimony to the beneficial
obedient friend and servant,
change which had there taken place: he had found the spot,
Richard Channing Moore.
where he had seen six or eight slave-vessels at anchor, and
Bishop of the Protestant Episcopal Church, in Virginia. which had been one of the greatest marts from whence their
[£. <8. Journal.
cargoes had been procured—under circumstances of every ag
gravation, the parent selling the child and the child the parent
British African Colonization Society.—Our Readers —converted into the abode of peace and happiness, and the
already know that Mr. Elliot Cresson, the agent of the Amer slave trade totally extinguished.
ican Colonization Society, has been for a considerable time
“ A considerable discussion took place on the resolution,
in Great Britain, endeavoring to awaken an interest in its which originated in differfcnce of opinion entertained by the
object and proceedings. From the London Missionary Re advocates of the Anti-Slavery Society as to the proceedings
gister for July we learn, that as one of the results of his la and tendency of the American Colonization Society. Seve
bors, he has been instrumental in the formation of a British ral amendments were, in consequence, moved by them, which
African Colonization Society. At a preliminary meeting, were lost by a considerable majority.
held at the Thatched-House Tavern, St. James’, Lord Bex
“The Duke of Sussex stated in reply to some of the objec
ley in the chair, Mr. Cresson gave a sketch of the history of tions, that it was the purpose of the meeting to form a society
Liberia and of the present condition of the Colony, and sta which should be independent in its objects and measures, but
ted some interesting facts respecting its influence in extirpa ' co-operating with all others in whatever could tend to im

county, admitted to Priests’ Orders the Rev. Kendrick Met
calf, Deacon, the Missionary at Le Roy. Morning Prayer
by the Rev. Burton H. Hickox, of Rochester; Lessons by
the Rev. Ravaud Kearney, of Canandaigua, who both uni
ted in the laying on of hands. Candidate presented by Mr.
Hickox. Sermon by the Bishop.
P. M.. in the same church, confirmed 8.
Friday, 16, in St. James’ Church, Batavia, Genessee coun
ty, confirmed 18.
Saturday, 17, in the Methodist Chapel, Brockport, Mon
roe county, confirmed 7.
11th Sunday after Trinity, Aug. 18, consecrated Chris
Church, Lockport, Niagara county. Morning Prayer by the
Rev. Lucius Smith; Lessons by the Rev. Joshua M. Rogers,
of Medina. Sermon by the Bishop. The Rev. David
Brown, the Missionary at Lockport, the Rev. Amos Pardee,
and the Rev. Robert Davies, Deacon, were also present.
P. M., in the same church, confirmed 14.
Tuesday, 20, in St. Paul’s Church, Buffalo, confirmed 17.
Thursday, 22, consecrated St. Peter’s Church, Westfield,
Chatauque county, and confirmed 1. Morning Prayer by the
Rev. Bennet Glover, and Lessons by the Rev. Edward Y.
Buchanan, Deacon, both of Pennsylvania. Sermon by the
Bishop. There were also present, beside the Rev. Rufus
Murray, the Missionary at the station, the Rev. William
Shelton, of Buffalo, and the Rev. George S. Porter, of Fre
donia.
12th Sunday after Trinity, August 25, in St. Mark’s church,
Hunt’s Hollow, Alleghany county, confirmed 17.
Monday, 26, in St. Michael’s Church, Genesee, Livingston
county, confirmed 1.
Tuesday, 27, consecrated St. James’ Church, Hammond’s
Port, Steuben county. Morning Prayer by the Rev. John
D. Gilbert, of Big Flatts; Lessons by tne Rev. William M.
Bostwick, Missionary at the station. Sermon by the Bishop.
P. M., in the same church, confirmed 10.
Wednesday, 28, in St. James’ Church, Jefferson, Steuben
county, confirmed 7.
Thursday, 29, in the Presbyterian Church, for the congre
gation of Trinity Church, Hector, Tompkins county, which
has noplace of worship, confirmed 3; and then laid the cor
ner-stone of Trinity Church.
Friday, 30, in St. John’s Church, Ithaca, Tompkins coun
ty, admitted Robert Campbell, A. M., to Deacons’ Orders.
Morning Prayer by the Rev. John W. Woodward, of Hec
tor ; Lessons by the Rev. Lucius Carter, of Richford. Ser
mon by the Bishop. Candidate presented by the Rev. James
D. Carder, Missionary at Ithaca.
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prove the condition of Africa—to extend to it the blessings of
Christianity—and to promote every measure for the extinc
tion of the slave trade. His Royal Highness repeated, that
all the arguments had been before him—that he was fully con
vinced of the advantages which might be derived from such a
society as that now proposed—and that we were much indebt
ed to the Americans for the valuable evidence which they had
given us in Liberia.”
The gentlemen who were opposed to the formation of the
“ British African Colonization Society” not having succeeded
in their design, a meeting was called by them, in order, as the
circular stated, “to expose the real character and objects of
the American Colonization Society, and to promote the cause
of Universal Emancipation.” The meeting was held in Exe
ter Hall on Saturday the 13th of July, James Cropper, Esq.
of Liverpool in the Chair, and an account of it was given in
our last paper.—Neiv York Observer.

Commencements.—The Commencement at Williams College
took place on Wednesday last, when the degree of A. B. was
conferred on twenty-five young gentlemen, and the honorary
degree of D. D. upon Rev. William Cogswell, Secretary of
the American Education Society. Rev. John Whiton, of
Salem, N. Y., and Rev. Emerson Davis of Westfield, were
elected members of the Board of Trustees.
The Commencement exercises of Dartmouth College took
place on the same day, when the degree of A. B. was con
ferred on twenty-six young gentlemen. We have seen no
statement of the other degrees, which were conferred at the
same time. An oration was delivered before the Alumni of
the College in the evening, by Rev. Dr. Dana, of Newbury
port, which is represented as being of a superior character.
We are informed by a very respectable citizen, that a very
sensible shock of an earthquake was felt this morning about a
quarter past six o’clock. In places where the neighboihood is
very quiet, a considerable vibration was heard in all suspended
articles, particular mirrors. A woman, milking a cow, is said
to have felt the tremulous motion so sensibly as to have be
come slightly sick from its effects.— Gazette.
[The same phenomenon was sensibly felt by many persons
in Washington and its vicinity. The ceilings of some houses
were heard to crack; in others, pendent glasses and pictures
vibrated, glasses jingled, and open doors were closed by it.
We should not be surprised at hearing of more sensible effects
from it to the Southwest, perhaps as far distant as Mexico.—
National Intelligencer.}
Funeral of Mr. Wilierforce.—The funeral of this la
mented gentleman took place on Saturday, the 3d July.
Shortly after 1 o’clock, the hearse containing the remains of
the deceased, drawn by six horses and followed by eight mour
ning coaches and four, ard a long train of carriages belong
ing to the nobility and gentry, arrived at Westminster Abbey,
A short time previous to the arrival of the melancholy pro
cession, between twenty and thirty Peers had assembled in
the House of Lords, and walked two and two from the House
to the Abbey, entering at the Poet’s Corner. The members
of the Commons entered the Abbey by the West door: there
were 100 present, all of whom appeared in deep mourning.
On the body entering the Abbey, the Lords and Commons
joined in the procession, and followed the remains of this truly
good and great man to his last resting place. The funeral
service was perfot med in a most impressive manner. Amongst
the distinguished individuals who joined the procession, wb
noticed their Royal Highnesses the Dukes of Gloucester and
Sussex, the Archbishop of Canterbury, the Lord Chancellor,
the Marquis of Lansdowne, the Bishop of London,The Bish
op of Chichester,,Lord Aukland, Lord Althorp, the Speaker
of the House of Commons, Sir James Graham, Mr. Secre
tary Stanley, the Right lion. Robert and Charles Grant,
Mr. Littleton, Sir Robert Peel, Sir Robert Inglis, Lord
Mospeth, &c. &e.
Interesting and Painful News.—The New York Gazette pub
lishes the following extract of a letter dated
Eastport, August 19__ It states “I have seen Capt. Tuck
er, of schooner Leander, just returned from the Magdalene Isl
ands, who informs that Mr. Audubon, a week previous to the
22d of June, had been at an adjoining harbor, where he re
mained two days.
“ Capt. Tucker also informs, that this has been a most dis
astrous season among the fishermen belonging to Newfound
land, about 300 of them having been lost, with their vessels,'
(about 35) in fishing for seal among the floating ice in the
spring. It is supposed they were all lost in a violent gale in
the spring, which destroyed the vessels among the ice.”
The number of the Edinburgh Review, for last month
contains an article on Mr. Rush’s “Residence at the Court
of London,” We may expect more liberality in the Whig,
than we have found in the Tory journals towards Mr. Rush.
The treatment of this gentleman in the London Quarterly
is condemned, however, as extremely unjust and ungrateful,
in the highest British circles of either party.—-Nat. Gaz.
Mr. J. S. Curtis, at his manufactory in Hampton, Conn,
turns out ten thousand pairs of silver spectacles per annum
and now contemplates enlarging his establishment.
Quick Letter Delivery.—The late Duke of Queensbury un 
dertook for a heavy bet to convey a letter fifty miles within an
hour. The letter was inclosed in a cricket-ball, and thrown
from one to the other of twenty-four expert Cricket-players,
and delivered within the time.— Quarterly .Review.
A Captain in the British Navy is the Commander-in-Chief
of the naval forces of Donna Maria—and a French Marshal
is at the head of the army of Miguel. These facts are men
tioned as illustrating “the military enterprise of the two great
nations of the old world ;” but they teach a much more im
portant lesson, which is, that national law—in this age of ad
vanced civilization—is becoming a dead letter.—Balt, Gaz,

1«______

POETRY______
From the Philadelphian.

THE INFANT’S RETREAT.
The interesting boarding-school for children near German
town, which has for several"seasons been regarded with so much
favor, was closed on the last day ot August.
The exercises were of the most pleasing kind. All were
highly gratified. Here was satisfactorily exemplified the ef
fect of mild and affectionate treatment, in reducing in a short
period of time to the most perfect order, children of various
ages, capacities, and acquirements. This exhibition reflected
the highest praise on the valuable teachers who had so kindly
and perseveringly devoted themselves to this important work,
The hymns were sweetly sung; one of which is the follow
ing:
ADIEU TO SUMMER HOME.

The summer leaves are fading fast;
The summer breeze will soon be past;
The summer birds will soon be gone,
Their brood is reared, their work is done;
And tho’ so bright have been the hours
We’ve spent amid the summer flowers,
Dear scenes of joy and love, to you
Our tearful eyes must bid adieu!
We’ ve seen the wild flower bloom and fade;
The sickle low the wheat has laid;
The bee has gathered in her store;
The blue-bird’s merry tong is oe’r;
And there is not a grassy bed,
Or shady path we’ve loved to tread,—
There’s not a plant or tree we knew,
But we must bid them all adieu!

And, dear companions of our play!
We sunder, each a different way;
'fhe summer and its joys are o’er,
Wo part, to meet,perhaps no more;
But let our early hopes arise,
To that bright summer in the skies;
There may we meet dear friends with you,
And never, never bid adieu!

And now to meadow, stream and hill.
To fading woodlands, lovely still,
To field -flower, drooping on its stem,
To dew-drop—morning’s diadem,
To friends who oft in anxicusprayer,
Have sought for us a Saviour's care,
To every much-loved scene we view,
A long,—a last adieu,—adieu !
it was an affecting sight when they returned to the house
to look upon these children after hating spent so many happy
days together, seated for the last time around their table with
hands raised to ask their heavenly Father’s blessing; and still
more so when they bid their last adieu to the infant’s retreat.

MISCELLANY.
1*iie Americans.—By an American in London. 12wo. pp.
402.—We published last week a review of this book from the
London New Monthly Magazine. The following notice of
the same book is from the London Evangelical Magazine.—
New York Observer.
“The title of this book does not distinctly convey its de
sign; and, therefore, we may at once state it. Our readers
are aware that two recent authors, Captain Ilall and Mrs.
Trollope, have written certain popular works in which the
government, manners, and religion of the Americans are alike
assailed. The avowed object of the author is to disabuse the
public mind of this country on these topics, and to show that
both the captain and Mrs. Trollope are unsafe guides; the
one by reason of certain prejudices, which gave a false color
ing to all the objects of his perception, and the other by a lack
of that honesty and integrity which are necessary in the depictor of national manners. As the minds of many worthy
persons have been greatly alarmed by some of Mrs. T.’s filthy
and horrid statements, it is highly satisfactory to be able to
assure our readers that Mr. Colton, the author of the work
before us, has succeeded, to a most happy extent, in reducing
the testimony of his country’s calumniator to a nonentity.
He has followed her in her journey, and disproved her alleged
facts, in a manner truly remarkable’; showing, as he goes along,
that this book-making, facetious person, had literally no in
troductions to good society in America, and that her revolting
descriptions of certain revival meetings, in so far as immorali' ties and indecencies are alleged, are purely fictitious. Mr.
Colton’s mode of conducting the argument is truly admira
ble. He has made full use of the principle of Paley’s Horse
Paulinac, and, by a train of indirect but irrefragable facts, has
shown that certain occurrences spoken of could not have taken
place. If any one of our readers has been distressed by the
perusal of Mrs. T.’s account of a revival scene at Cincinnati,
we point with confidence to Mr. Colton’s refutation of this
wretched story.
Irrespective of the tendency which this volume will have
to rectify exaggerated accounts respecting the Americans, we
may introduce it with confidence to our readers as a work of
an original character, written with great spirit, and contain
ing more wit than it is common to find in a single duode
cimo.”

An Electric Eel.—I was standing in the gallery of a
half-pay officer (now a planter) when I observed a large jar
in the garden; I enquired what it contained, and was°told,
an electric eel, “but,” said my friend, “I have had it a long
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time, it is sickly, and lost its electrifying powers.
I went
to examine it, and saw a brown flat headed, broad tailed eel,
four or five feet long, with a look of “raoZt me tangere moving
slowly round the inside of the jar. The planter then taking
up a piece of old iron hoop, said in an off-hand manner, it
you touch him with this you will perceive that he has lost all
his power.” I did so, and was nearly knocked flat on my
back : the shock was most severe, though the eel did no* aP“
pear to be in the least agitated; of course my friend was high
ly delighted.
.
it?
Scenes of great diversion are occasioned among the .Eng
lish sailors who come to Starbroek, by electric eels; they are
told to bring them to be cooked. Jack bares his arm, and
plunges his hand into the jar, and in a moment receives a
shock which benumbs him; he looks round in wild amaze
ment, and then at the eel, all the while rubbing his elbow.
“Try again Jack for a bottle of rum;” he does so, grasps the
eel firmly, grins and swears at “the beggar,” receives shock
after shock, drops the eel in despair, and runs off. A little
dog was thrown into the jar one day in which there was an
electric eel, and was so paralysed that it sunk helpless at the
bottom, and was got out alive with some difficulty: and a
horse that happened to drink out of the jar, was immediately
thrown back on its haunches, and galloped off with mane and
tail on end, snorting with terror.— Transatlantic Sketches by
Capt. Alexander.

tities of earth, we must leave to the decision of the more
learned advocates of Mr. Symmes’ theory—Newark Eagle.

Yankee Enterprize.—A gentleman, not long since from
Mexico, informs us of another specimen of the enterprize pe
culiar to the American character. Vera Cruz is the seaport
of Mexico, distance about two hundred miles. For a long
period of time three weeks have been occupied in passing by
the regular conveyances between the two cities, until about
two years since, when a regular line of American stages was
established. By this arrangement, the time occupied by the
journey is reduced to 5 days and the fare is $70. Our in
formant says the sensation is rather a peculiar and gratifying
one for an American to seat himself in a regular built Troy
Coach, drawn by American horses, with Yankee drivers, and
go through the mountainous passes of the Andes with the
same kind of travelling equipage with which he has been ac
customed to cross the Green Mountains. The entire estab
lishment was sent out from this country, and the principal
owners now arc three of the drivers on the line, one of whom
is a native of Brattleboro, Vt. At first, and even at this day,
these coaches are frequently assailed and pelted by the mob,
who are indignant at the loss of business which has been
wrested from them, as formerly a vast number of mules and
donkeys were occupied in the transportation of passengers.
The proprietors, it is said, received a nett profit ol nearly
$40,000 each, the first year of the experiment, but great haz
Newlv discovered Substance.—Mr. J. M. Corbet, of ards and perilous encounters are had with the banditti which
Salop, (Eng.) in a letter to the Editor of the Mechanics constantly infest the mountains.—Northampton Courier.
Magazine, gives the following particulars of a newly discover
ed substance, to which he proposes to give the name of Thio
British Sinecures.—Amotion wasbrought forward by Mr.
gen,—“I enclosed some sulphur in a glass tube of two feet Ruthven, in the Reformed British Parliament, on the 16th
in length by one inch in diameter. I passed a very fine spiral ult., and carried by a majority of nine votes “that the reduc
wire through the sulphur, and then fixed the whole in a me tion of Taxation, and the diminution of the Public Burthens,
tallic lightning conductor, which was insulated above the sul by every attention to economy, are objects of paramount im
phur apparatus. The glass tube was so contrived that any portance; and that, in justice to the people who pay taxes, all
air coming from it would pass into a receiver placed for its sinecure places should be abolished throughout the British Em
reception. I now waited for the lightning to pass down the pire.” If the example of the British Reformers should find
rod, and had in only two months to witness the effects of it on favor in the eyes of any of our Congressmen, we can name
sulphur, as a violent shock of lightning passed down my con sinecures enough that might be abolished without the least
ductor. On visiting the spot, 1 found the spiral wire fused, injury to the public service. We would begin with the clear
and the lower part of the sulphur changed into a powder as est case—that of the Office of Fourth Auditor; though we
white as snow, and my receiver full of hydrogen. I have do not know that the Office of Post-master-General might
named this new substance Thiogen: its specific gravity is 1,707 not be dispensed with at even less sacrifice of public conven
It has a great affinity for hydrogen, and converts muriatic acid ience; lor, under present arrangements, the incumbent seems
into chlorine. It converts oil and fat into carbon, in quite a to have no duties to perform__ National Intelligencer.
new state, the carbon being white, soft, and nearly transparent,
after having lost its hydrogen. Thiogen decomposes phos
Parisian Statistics.—A table of the births and deaths in
phorus, by depriving it of hydrogen; the remaining part is
the 12 arrondissements of Paris during the year 1832, which
a new and very inflammable gas, the color of chlorine.”
has lately been published, presents the following results:—In
the course of the year there were 45,575 deaths, and 26,224
An Extraordinary Natural Production.—Wehavenow, births,—namely, 28,565 deaths, and 21,322 births in private
in our office, (where our citizens and farmers are requested to houses; and 17,010 deaths, and 4,902 births in the hospitals.
call and see it,) a most singular species of corn. The history Thus one fifth of the population are born in the hospitals.
of this rare freak of nature is substantially as follows: About Among the births in private houses there were 16,553 of le
three years ago, a Mr. Carrico, living in Gallatin county, Ky., gitimate children, and 4,769 illegitimate. In the hospitals
planted some of th&common Indian Corn in the neighbor only 499 were legitimate, and 4,498 illegitimate. Thus, of
hood of a swampy picco of land, which was grown over with the total births, above one-third were illegitimate children.
a thick strong grass, resembling sedge grass. In the fall of the I he deaths exceed the births by 19,371; but by subtracting
year, when he was gathering his corn, he was surprised to find about 19,000 occasioned by the cholera, there remain nearly
that ears of corn were growing and ripening upon the grass, 25,000 deaths, which number corresponds with that of former
and that on the blades of the grass separate grains were grow years. The 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th 11th, and 12th, arrondisse
ing. Struck by the singularity of this circumstance, he care ments lost in private houses, in 1832, the twenty-second part
fully preserved the grains and planted them in the next spring. of their population, whilst the 1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, and 6th,
The result was extraordinary, producing a growth partaking lost but one thirty-fourth. This disproportion becomes still
of the qualities both of the grass and the corn, and superior greater if to the number of deaths in private houses we add
to both as forming a third article very advantageous to stock those which took place in the hospitals, and which chiefly con
farmers. The stalks in our office present most remarkable ap sisted of individuals belonging to the last six arrondissements
pearances. The tassel does not bear any resemblance to the of Paris. The arrondissements where the mortality was great
corn tassel, but is more like the heads of coarse grass—the est are the most unhealthy quarters of Paris, where the streets
blades are long and very slender, resembling more the blades are narrow and the houses very lofty---- Galignani’s Messenger.
of oats than of corn. Upon the extremities of these blades
separate grains of corn enclosed in a busk presenting the ap
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pearance of hazle nut burs, are found, and to the bodies of the
stalks more perfect ears of corn are attached. The stalks
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themselves are long and slender, and not unlike the wild rye
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of the country, only stronger and more substantial. We be
lieve that this grain is at least one thing new under the sun,
and unlike most novelties, it promises to be useful.—Common TERMS—Two Dollars per annum, if paid in advance, and
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents, if at the end of six months.
wealth.
No subscriptions received for a less term than one year.
No papers discontinued until all arrearages are paid, except
Remarkable Occurrence.—On Friday last, while the
at the option of the publishers.
workmen were employed in levelling the Rail Road in New Those who may wish to have their papers discontinued, are reark, New Jersey, over a piece of low spungy ground a short
quested to give notice thereof, at least thirty days previous
distance south of Market street, between Mulberry street and
to. the expiration of the term of their subscription, other
the river, they discovered a break or crack in the road which
wise, it will be considered a new engagement.
they had previously levelled. Shortly after, an opening pre *** All communications relative to this paper,must be di
sented itself, and the earth began to cave in and sink out of
rected to the Editor, Gambier, Knox Co. Ohio
sight. Several loads of dirt were thrown in—this also dis
LIST OF AGENTS.
appeared along with the ground which continued to cave in
Co"' HUBARD
......... ““ ua"'1'™”"’"" C“- Obi"'
on every side, until the opening extended about sixty feet east
and west, and one hundred and fifty north and south. As the
earth disappeared, a body of water presented itself and rose
towards the surface. Several thousand loads of dirt have been
Marietta
thrown in, a great portion of which has sunk awaj, nobody ARIUS N.YE,
knows where.
...........
tYw ^Sr«TT<r.5T.ALDKRMAN’........ Windsor,
The hole is now partly filled up on the north side, but a
WM M mapcuav
...... vvooster,
considerable space still remains open where it first appeared.
I lie depth or extent of this cavern has not yet been ascertain
ed. Whilst the work of filling up was in progress, it was dis
ix 1L IS G.
Cincinnati
covered that the level ground on the east side, covered with
stumps and roots of trees, about 60 feet by 100, was rising up
::::::
Falls>
and forming a hill: it has now risen several feet in the centre
near the hole, and slopes off gradually in other directions.
Large cracks are to be seen in different parts of this raised
c
ground.
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